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Abstract: Vehicle detection and tracking applications play an important role for  military applications such as 

in highway traffic surveillance control, management and urban traffic planning. Vehicle detection process on 

road are used for vehicle tracking, average speed of each individual vehicle, traffic analysis and vehicle 

categorizing objectives and may be implemented under different environments changes. In this paper a novel 

method is proposed for vehicle detection. This consists of four  phases: one is background  subtraction  phase 

,edge/corner  detection ,feature  extraction  and  vehicle  detection  and  tracking .In the first phase the 

background color will be subtracted from  the video. In the second phase the edges/corners of the object will be 

detected and  places the color transform. In  the  third  phase  the feature extraction is  processed  by  extracting  

the features  from  the image frame .In  fourth phase  the  vehicle  detection and tracking i.e., vehicle will be 

tracked from the video. The experimental results show that the proposed is better than the state- of-art-criteria. 

Introduction: 
One of the significant applications of video-based  systems is the traffic surveillance. So, for many 

years of researches have investigated in the Vision-Based Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), 

transportation processing and traffic engineering applications to extract useful and precise traffic information for 

traffic image analysis and traffic flow control like vehicle count, vehicle tracking, vehicle flow, traffic density, 

vehicle velocity, traffic lane changes, license plate recognition, etc. In the past, the vehicle detection and 

tracking systems used to determine the charge for various kinds of vehicles for automation toll levy system. 

Recently, vehicle recognition system is used to detect (the vehicles) or detect the traffic lanes or check the type 

of vehicle class on highway roads like cars color , model .However, the traditional vehicle systems may be 

declines and not recognized due to the vehicles are occluded by other vehicles or by background obstacles such 

as road signals, trees, weather conditions, traffic problems  etc., and the performance of these systems depend on 

a good traffic image analysis approaches to detect, track the vehicles. 

With the expansion in engine vehicles in real urban areas in China, as a feature of the astute 

transportation systems(ITS) , vehicle recognition framework has been broadly connected. To furnish clients with 

different vehicle discovery parameters in a vehicle recognition framework, we require perceive a vehicle quick 

and precisely. In a present vehicle location framework, there are two noteworthy vehicle recognizable proof 

calculations which have been utilized generally: the calculation in light of contiguous casings distinction, the 

calculation in view of contrast between the foundation picture and the present edge (foundation distinction 

strategy). As indicated by the distinction between at least two edges of ceaseless picture, adjoining outline 

calculation acquires the data, for example, area, blueprint, and shape from a moving target. Adjoining outline 

calculation has similarly high affectability to moving targets and better recognizable proof speed continuously. 

Be that as it may, in light of the fact that the picture pixel estimations of the articles which are static or moving 

gradually have little changes between the adjoining outline, and the surface of every pixel on a moving target, 

grayscale, and other data are moderately close, general to state, contiguous edge calculation can't part out 

moving items totally, just a piece of the moving article's data can be gotten Current vision-based question 

identification frameworks frequently depend on channel based component extraction by method for Gabor, 

Haar-like, or Gaussian subordinate channels. Appearance-based strategies are best in class in question 

recognition and by and large relevant to protest discovery issues. These strategies take in the attributes of 

question appearance from an arrangement of preparing pictures which catch the changeability in the vehicle 

class. Diverse blends of highlight extraction strategies and learning calculations are proposed to shape an 

appearance based protest recognition framework. Lately, the Viola and Jones quick protest identification 

approach turned out to be exceptionally prevalent. The framework is computationally proficient because of 

quick calculation of the Haar-like elements by method for the fundamental picture and the fell structure of the 

classifier. The approach utilizes a sliding window strategy which requires a quick calculation of the elements. 

The expansion in the quantity of vehicles on the roadway organize has constrained the vehicle 

administration organizations to rely on upon propelled advancements to take better choices. In this viewpoint 

airborne reconnaissance has better place these days. Airborne observation gives observing outcomes if there 
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should arise an occurrence of quick moving targets since spatial territory scope is more prominent. One of the 

fundamental subjects in clever aeronautical reconnaissance is vehicle recognition and following. Elevated 

observation has a long history in the military for watching adversary exercises and in the business world for 

checking assets. Such procedures are utilized as a part of news assembling and inquiry also, save ethereal 

observation has been performed principally utilizing film. The very caught still pictures of a region under 

reconnaissance that could later be analyzed by human or machine examiners. Video catching element occasions 

can't be comprehended when looked at with ethereal pictures. Video perceptions can be utilized to discover and 

geo-find moving articles progressively. Video likewise gives new specialized difficulties. Camcorders have 

bring down determination when contrasted with the surrounding cameras. To get the required determination 

furthermore, to distinguish protests on the ground, it is important to utilize the zooming focal point, with thin 

field of view. This prompts to the inadequacy of video in reconnaissance—it gives a "pop straw" perspective of 

scene. The camera ought to be filtered to cover the augmented districts of intrigue. Eyewitness who is watching 

this video must pay consistent consideration, to the objects of intrigue quickly moving in and out of the camera 

field of view. 

 

Related  Works 
In [1] this author have presented a strategy for the airborne video enlistment and movement stream 

parameter estimation which concentrate on airborne video for estimation activity parameters. The airborne video 

is taken from an advanced camcorder connected to the slip of the helicopter. Move, pitch, a yaw of the 

helicopter make the video hard to see, shaky and the inferred parameters less precise. To maintain a strategic 

distance from this, an edge by-edge video-enlistment method utilizing a component tracker to consequently 

decide control-point correspondences is available in the framework. This component tracker is utilized to track 

settled elements through the succession of pictures in the video. These element area correspondences are utilized 

as control focuses to figure a polynomial change capacity to wrap each edge in the arrangement progressively to 

the reference. The reference edge can be any of the casings in the video fragment. By changing the following 

window introduction, a similar element tracker can be utilized to track moving vehicles inside the enlisted video 

section. The upsides of the framework incorporate intemperate dependence on sensor information, insufficient 

adjustment and accessibility of height maps. 

In [2] considered various pieces of information and utilized a blend of specialists to combine the hints 

for vehicle recognition in elevated pictures. The framework comprises of shading division by means of mean-

move calculation and movement examination by means of progress identification. Additionally they displayed a 

trainable consecutive greatest a back strategy for multi-scale examination and authorization of logical data. The 

framework contains a technique by subtracting foundation shades of each casing and afterward refined vehicle 

competitor areas by implementing size limitations of vehicles. Countless and negative preparing tests should be 

gathered for the preparation reason. Additionally considers multi-scale sliding windows which are produced at 

the location organize. The principle negative mark of this technique is that there are a great deal of miss 

identifications on turned vehicles. The principle fault of this technique is that there are a great deal of miss 

preparing. 

In [3] have proposed a vehicle identification calculation utilizing the symmentric property of auto 

shapes. But this is inclined to false location, for example, symmentric points of interest of structures or street 

checking. With a specific end goal to dodge this, a log-polar histogram shape depiction is utilized to confirm the 

state of the applicants. The shape portrayal is acquired from the settled vehicle display, making the calculation 

resolute. Likewise the calculation reliede on mean-move grouping calculation for picture shading division. Also, 

close-by vehicles may be bunched as one district in the event that they have comparative shading . the favorable 

position is that, utilizing symmentric property of auto shape, object can without much of a stretch distinguished. 

Hindrances incorporate a vehicle has a tendency to be isolated the same number of districts since auto rooftops 

and windshields as a rule have diverse hues. Likewise the high computational unpredictability of mean-move 

division calculation is another worry. 

In [4] this author proposed a vehicle following and characterization strategy to evaluate imperative 

activity parameters from video succession utilizing one camera. The framework can arrange vehicles into more 

particular classes by presenting once again linearity highlight in vehicle portrayal. Additionally this framework 

can without much of a stretch handle the issue of vehicle impediment brought about by shadows. This issue is 

understood by shadow calculation that uses an arrangement of lines to dispose of every undesirable shadow. 

Foundation subtraction is a procedure which intends to portion moving frontal area objects from a moderately 

stationary foundation. As of late pixel-based probabilistic model techniques picked up heaps of interests and 

have demonstrated great recognition results. background displaying by Gaussian blends is a pixel based process. 

let x be an irregular procedure speaking to the estimation of a given pixel in time. A helpful system to show the 
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likelihood thickness capacity of x is the parametric Gaussian blend display where the thickness is made out of a 

total of Gaussians. Let p(x) means the likelihood thickness capacity of a Gaussian blend including K parts 

densities. The blend of Gaussian calculation, proposed by Stauffer and Grimson ,estimates these parameters 

after some time to get a hearty portrayal of the background. here each pixel is checked against K Gaussian 

circulations until a match is found and if no match is found for a pixel, the slightest likely appropriation is 

supplanted with current incentive as its mean esteem. The favorable position incorporate its great exactness and 

drawback incorporate high computational cost and high execution time. 

In [5] this proposed an approach which lessens the calculation time and memory data transfer capacity. 

Here, a Bayesian approach is figured to choose the required number of Gaussian modes for every pixel in the 

scene. in scenes with static foundation, this approach allocates a solitary mode Gaussian to show the vast 

majority of the pixels which decreases normal preparing time by 32%. However in the open air video (tree 

arrangement), comes about show just a2% change since altogether extensive bit of the scene requires a 

multimodal display. In the GMM calculation the weights of the Gaussian blend speak to the portion of the 

information tests "x(t)" that has a place with the specific mode in the model. This framework utilized aDirichlet 

earlier with negative coefficients. This is finished with an aim of tolerating a class just if there is sufficient 

confirmation from the information tests for the presence of the class. Advantage incorporate quick contrasted 

with GMM, proficient and precise. Detriment incorporates decrease calculation time. 

 

Proposed System 
In this paper, we design a new vehicle detection framework that preserves the advantage of the existing 

works and avoid there drawbacks. The framework shown in fig1 can be divided into the training phase and the 

detection phase. . In this paper a novel method is proposed for vehicle detection. This consists of four  phases: 

one is background  subtraction  phase ,edge/corner  detection ,feature  extraction  and  vehicle  detection  and  

tracking .In the first phase the background color will be subtracted from  the video. In the second phase the 

edges/corners of the object will be detected and  places the color transform. In  the  third  phase  the feature 

extraction is  processed  by  extracting  the features  from  the image frame .In  fourth phase  the  vehicle  

detection and tracking i.e., vehicle will be tracked from the video. Such design is more effective and effective 

and efficient than region-based or muli scale sliding window detection methods 

 

Video Acquisition: 
In this module we read the input video. 
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ALGORITHM: 

1. First we have to read a video by using VideoReader Command. 

2. Next get the details of video. 

1. Number of Frames. 

2. Width. 

3. Height.  

3. Creating movie structure from object structure with STRUCT. 

 

Frame Extraction: 
In module we read the input video and extract the number of frames from that video. The frames are formed 

dynamically with pixel calculation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALGORITHM: 

1. Video to frames conversion  and make as image by using frame2im Command. 

2. Make all the video frames in same size by using imresize command. 

3. we stored the images into the individual folder named as Frames by using  imwrite command. 

 

1. Background Color Removal 

In this module we construct the color histogram of  each  frame and remove the color that appear most 

frequently in the scene. These removed pixels do not  need to be considered in subsequent detection processes. 

Performing  background color removal cannot only reduce false alarms but also speed up the detection process.  

SNAPSHOTS: 

Video 

Frame Extraction 

Edge  

detection 

Classification. 

Corner 

Detection. 

Vehicle  detection 

and  tracking. 

Insert Frame 

Extract 

Image. 
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ALGORITHM 

For removing background from the current frame we have to use the below commands. 

         [outIm] = makeMask(bg, im, tol); 

         Bg=Background Image; 

         Im= Initial Image; 

         Tol=Tolerance; 

 

SNAPSHOTS: 

 
2. Edge /Corner  detection 

The Frame edge image is able to transfer by performing detection edge. 

 

 

 

 

Image frame 

Construct colour 

Remove BG colour 

Get Removal  

Colour 

Frame 

Image. 

Detect the 

Edge. 
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ALGORITHM: 

For detecting the edges of the image  

1. Convert the rgb image to grayscale image by using rgb2gray command. 

2. Next apply edge detection to the grayscale image by using edge command. 

3. In this edge detection we use CANNY method for detecting the edges. 

SNAPSHOTS: 

 
 

3. Classification 

We need to select the block size to form a sample and perform  vehicle color classification. 

SNAPSHOTS: 

 
Need to identify a vehicle from that we need to perform masking operation of each vehicle. We are 

removing the frequent pixel because it involves the commonality pixels. We are able to recognize each vehicle 

by applying post processing. 

 

ALGORITHM: 

1. Create color transformation structure by using makecform. 

2. Apply device-independent color space transformation by using applycform. 

3. Separate three color components by using  l, a, b and we are displaying it using Subplot and imshow 

command. 

 

4. Vehicle Detection and  Tracking 

Need to identify a vehicle from that we  need to perform masking  operation of  each vehicle. We are  

removing the  frequent  pixel  because  it involves  the commonality  pixels. We are able to recognize  each  

vehicle  by  applying post processing 
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SNAPSHOTS 

 
 

ALGORITHM: 

The ForegroundDetector System object compares a color or grayscale video frame to a background 

model to determine whether individual pixels are part of the background or the foreground. It then computes a 

foreground mask. By using background subtraction, you can detect foreground objects in an image taken from a 

stationary camera.  

1. To detect foreground  use the command vision (ForegroundDetector) 

2. Read the next video frame by using Step command. 

3. Use Strel and imopen to detect filtered foreground  

4. Properties of connected regions to get this use this vision (BlobAnalysis) 

5. Next combine the filtered foreground and blob analysis using Step command. 

6. Now assign a shape for detecting the cars, objects by using insertShape. 

7. Next Play video or display image by using the command vision (VideoPlayer) 

8. Finally we will get the output video with detecting cars using bounding box. 

 

Conclusion: 
An automatic vehicle detection system for aerial surveillance does not assume any prior information of 

camera heights, vehicle sizes an  aspect ratio. we have proposed a pixel wise  classification detection method for 

the vehicle detection using DBNs. In  spite of performing pixel wise classification, relations among neighboring 

pixels in a region are preserved in the feature extraction process. we use only a small number of positive and 

negative  samples to train the SVM for classifying the vehicle color. The number of frames required to train the 

DBN  is very small. Overall the entire framework does not require a large amount of training samples. We have 

also applied moment preserving to enhance the canny  edge  detector, which increases the adaptability and the 

accuracy for detection  in various aerial images. 
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